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I

n the days before automated recording consoles—not that long ago, really—mixing a song was
as much a performance as the recording of the original tracks. The engineer, aided by one or
more assistants (sometimes even band members, on a complex mix), would have to reach,
bend, stretch, twist, and generally dance about the control room to tweak levels on an inconsistent
vocal, mute a guitar solo at the right moment, enable a delay for a special effect in the chorus,
adjust an EQ to glue two different takes together, and pan various “ear candy” sounds around to
catch the listener’s attention. Sometimes it was necessary to mix a song section by section and
then splice the sections together from the two tracks. Heaven help the assistant engineer who
didn’t remember to mute the lead guitar’s delay send on the “and” of three in the third bar of the
second verse!
Console automation systems allowed the engineer to record mix changes and then play them back
along with the audio tracks. This not only gave one person as many virtual hands as needed to
perform the most complicated mix, it also made the mix changes consistent and, better still,
editable. Outboard effects, however, were for the most part not controllable by the console’s
automation.
In Pro Tools, as in most DAWs, every relevant mix parameter can be automated, giving you more
dynamic control over your mixes than was available during the mixing of many of your favorite
recordings. In this chapter I’ll show you how to use Pro Tools’ real-time automation features and
how to edit that automation graphically.

If you have a Digi 002, Command|8, ProjectMix I/O, or any third-party control surface, you will find
real-time automation especially appealing. A mouse limits you to adjusting a single parameter at any
given time, whereas a control surface allows real-time adjustment of multiple controls.
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Writing Automation
The initial pass of automation allows you to establish the basic overall levels and pan positions of
your mix. Once these are established, you work through the song section by section refining those
level and pan values. Pro Tools automation functions in several modes, allowing you to change its
behavior according to your needs.
1. Open the session Chapter 07.ptf and go to the first memory location, Initial Pass. Although
the tracks are well organized, there are no markers to map out the form of the song, so
you may want to start by taking care of that important detail, as discussed in Chapter 5,
“The Rough Mix.”
2. The first thing you should do, ironically, is turn all automation off. To do so, Alt-click
(Opt-click) the Automation Mode Selector, as shown in Figure 7.1, and choose Off. Because
you are holding the Alt (Opt) key as you do this, all tracks are set to Off mode. This ensures
that you will have complete control over the initial mix values without any interference
from automation data you may have inadvertently already written.
Figure 7.1
Setting the automation mode.

3. Play the session all the way through and set levels and pan for all tracks. Go for a solid
ensemble sound and note those sections where you’ll want to amend these overall settings.
If it takes more than one time through the song to make it sound right, that’s okay—having
automation turned off allows you the freedom to make incremental adjustments to any
parameter without being hurried.
4. After you have a solid rough mix, press Enter (Return) to place the cursor at the beginning
of the song. Alt-click (Opt-click) the Automation Mode selector of any track and change the
automation mode to Write. You’re going to use Write mode to establish the current mix
values as the starting point for your mix. First, however, you need to ensure that Pro Tools
is ready to write automation.
5. Press Ctrl+4 (Command+4) on the numeric keypad to open the Automation Enable window
(see Figure 7.2). Ensure that the Auto Suspend button is grayed out and that all the Auto Arm
buttons are highlighted. Click to toggle the status of any button that is in the incorrect state.
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Figure 7.2
The Automation Enable window.

6. Press the spacebar to begin playback, and then press it again to stop. Really—that’s all it
takes! Put all tracks in Read mode so you don’t make any unintended changes to this initial
automation.
This demonstrates two important truths about Pro Tools automation. First, automation is written
during playback. Although you could think of setting the automation mode as “record-arming” a
track for automation (that’s why they’re called the Auto Arm buttons, of course!), you must keep in
mind that pressing Record is not only unnecessary but unwise. In Record mode, you could potentially overwrite important audio or MIDI data when you simply wanted to create automation data.
I like to think of “writing” automation rather than “recording” it.
The second truth is that any automation data changes a track from its initial state to its automated
state. In the initial state, you can adjust a fader or other control at any time and expect it to hold
that value, whereas in the automated state the fader and all other mix controls will reset themselves to their automated values. In the preceding chapters, you changed volume, pan, and plug-in
settings as you wished, and Pro Tools always respected those changes because the tracks were
devoid of automation. Try changing a fader now, and when you hit Play you will see it immediately
snap back to the value you just wrote. The moral of the story is that you don’t need to write your
initial values throughout the duration of the song in order to establish them; a fraction of a second
is sufficient.

Updating Automation
When you create automation using Write mode, any previous automation is ignored. This is a
powerful and useful way to create automation, but there are times when you simply want to make
adjustments to existing automation. Pro Tools provides two “update” modes to let you do exactly
that. They are called Latch and Touch.
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Automation is one area in which there are some significant differences between Pro Tools LE and Pro
Tools HD. All the features you’re learning work exactly the same way in HD, but there are several
additional functions that can make working on a complex project more efficient. One of these is an
additional update mode called Trim that enables you to raise or lower an existing automation curve
without completely rewriting it.

Latch Mode
When you begin writing automation in Latch mode, all controls play back existing automation
without changing anything. This is what makes it an update mode—it respects previous automation
until you tell it otherwise. Once you start adjusting a control, new automation is written for that
control. When you are finished writing automation for that control, Latch mode holds the last
value you wrote until you stop playback (thus its name). Here’s how it works:
1. Go to memory location 2, Latch.
2. Be sure you have set the automation mode for all tracks to Read.
3. Set the automation mode of the Arpeggio track to Off.
4. Listen to the arpeggio in context for a moment. You’re going to fade it in gradually over
eight bars, so you want to choose a starting volume that allows it to enter audibly while
leaving you plenty of room to increase it.
5. Click the Track View selector and display the volume play list (see Figure 7.3).
Figure 7.3
Choose to view an automation playlist.

6. When you have arrived at a satisfactory starting volume, put the Arpeggio track in Write
mode.
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7. Disable all the Auto Arm buttons except Volume so you won’t overwrite any other parameters.
(Yes, you can save yourself several clicks by Alt-clicking (Opt-clicking) to disable them all
and then clicking once on Volume to enable it.)
8. Press Play and start slowly raising the track’s fader. When you reach bar 33, release the
fader. Note that the fader holds that last value because Write mode cares nothing for
whatever data might have existed there previously.
9. When the playback cursor reaches the end of the selection, playback and writing of
automation will cease. The results of your automation are displayed as a series of line
segments joining small white dots, as in Figure 7.4. These dots are breakpoints, and they
define the shape of the volume automation playlist. Although the line may seem a bit
squarish and low-res, Pro Tools interpolates between breakpoints with 24-bit accuracy,
meaning there are almost 17,000,000 values between the highest and lowest possible
volume settings.
Figure 7.4
An automation playlist is
defined by breakpoints.

10. If you’re like me, you’ll almost certainly find something to dislike about that first attempt.
If you’re having second thoughts about the starting volume, your best bet is to go back to
Off mode and repeat the entire process. If you only need slight adjustments, however, you
can simply update your automation.
11. To make things easier on yourself, open the track output window, as shown in Figure 7.5.
Like the send output window, the track output window is simply a floating window showing
the track’s mix controls. It’s as though you had torn off the channel strip from the Mix
window. The large fader will make writing automation with your mouse much easier. If you
need even finer control, hold down the Ctrl (Command) key while dragging the fader to
make the fader move more slowly.
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Figure 7.5
The track output window’s large fader makes writing
automation with a mouse easier and more precise.

Although I’ve been showing you automation in the Edit window so you can see the effect of your work
in the automation playlists, much of the time you will prefer to do your real-time automation from
the Mix window. Everything functions the same way, but you have the advantage of bigger faders
and pan sliders without having to open individual output windows. Of course, if you have a control
surface, you may never open the Mix window at all.

12. Set the track to Latch mode and press Play. Notice that Pro Tools simply plays back the
volume curve you just wrote. This is the nature of Latch mode—it doesn’t change anything
until and unless you tell it to by moving a control.
13. Restart playback, and this time grab the fader at the point you feel it needs improvement.
Write the new improved crescendo all the way to bar 33, and then release the fader.
The fader will stay where it was when you released it and hold that value until you stop
playback.
14. If you stop playback before bar 41, you will end up with a line that jumps from the latched
value to the previously written value, as shown in Figure 7.6. You can fix this easily. Be
sure you are still in Latch mode (you should be), and start playback before the jump. Once
playback starts, click the fader and release. The faders pick up at the latched value, and
you can now let playback continue to bar 41 to write that value for the rest of the phrase.
Put the Arpeggio track in Read mode before moving on to the next section.
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Figure 7.6
Watch for discontinuities when using Latch mode.

Touch Mode
Touch mode looks exactly like Latch mode at first: It simply plays back existing automation. Even
after you start twisting knobs and moving faders to write new automation, it behaves like Latch.
It’s only after you release the controls that the difference reveals itself, as you’ll see.
1. Go to memory location 3, Touch, and insert a 4-band EQ III on the BassSynth track. Disable
its low and low-mid bands, and enable its high pass filter.
2. Click the plug-in’s Auto button to open the Plug-in Automation dialog box (Figure 7.7).
This window is used to enable specific plug-in parameters for automation. By default, all
parameters are listed in the left column, and are not available for automation. By clicking
to select any parameter in the left column and clicking the Add button, that parameter can
be moved to the right column, making it automatable.
Figure 7.7
The Plug-in Automation dialog box.
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3. Enable the following parameters: Master Bypass, High-Pass Enable, High Band Freq, and
High Band Q. Click OK to close the dialog box.
4. In the Automation Enable window, be sure that all Auto-Arm buttons except for plug-ins
are grayed out. This disallows writing of automation for all parameters other than plug-in
controls.
5. Bypass the EQ III, put the BassSynth track in Write mode, and press Play to write these
starting values. Remember that only a moment of playback is required.
6. This track’s default state is now to be unaffected by the EQ III. To carve out a creative
exception, first un-bypass the plug-in.
7. Set the High-Pass filter to 18 dB/oct and around 200 Hz to take the bottom out of the sound.
8. Set all three controls on the high band to their lowest values. Be sure the track is in
Write mode.
9. When you begin playback, raise HF Q to its maximum value over four bars to bring out the
edge in the sound.
10. Over the next four bars, raise HF FREQ to its maximum value to create a classic “filter sweep.”
11. When you reach the downbeat of bar 49, click to disable the High-Pass filter and restore
the low end. You have just helped this bass part make its initial entrance with a big splash.
12. Listen closely to playback. You will notice that the HF FREQ knob doesn’t really make much
difference beyond its 12:00 position. To fine-tune that filter sweep, use Touch mode. Touch
mode is similar to Latch mode insofar as it respects existing automation until you give it
new values. Instead of holding the last value, however, Touch gradually returns to reading
existing automation. The amount of time this transition takes is the AutoMatch time.
13. Open the Setup menu, choose Preferences, and choose Automation to open the Automation
Preferences window (see Figure 7.8).
14. Enter a value of 1000 in the AutoMatch Time field. This means that when you release a control, Pro Tools will blend from that last value to the existing automation over one second.
15. Before closing the Automation Preferences dialog box, enter a value of 20,000 in the
Amount of Memory to Reserve for Automation Recording field. This increases the amount
of your system’s RAM set aside to record your real-time automation input.
Each breakpoint takes up memory during the write process, so having a lot of breakpoints requires a
lot of memory. If you’re writing short phrases with your mouse, you’ll probably never use more than a
fraction of 20,000 KB of automation memory, but if you write memory through an entire song or use
a control surface to automate multiple controls, you can generate a lot of breakpoints. Given the
amount of RAM most of us have in our systems, there’s no point in quibbling over 20,000 KB, so set it
to the max and forget it.
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Figure 7.8
The Automation
Preferences window.

16. While you’re at it, be sure the Smooth and Thin Data After Pass check box is checked
and that the Degree of Thinning option is set to Some. This tells Pro Tools to smooth out
little bumps in the automation curves you draw—after all, the mouse is not a precision
instrument—and to optimize the number of breakpoints used to draw the curve. Values of
More or Most would be more aggressive in minimizing the number of breakpoints; this
helps ensure that playback will not get bogged down by the processing required to draw
vast quantities of automation breakpoints. Automation playback will still be smooth
because of the interpolation between breakpoints.
17. Click Done to close the window.
18. Put the track in Touch mode and press Play.
19. When you reach bar 45, grab the HF FREQ knob and write a slower sweep. You should
reach about 9.00 kHz by bar 49. Release the knob, and it will continue to move on its own,
reaching 20.00 kHz one second after you release the knob.
20. If you were a bit late disabling the High-Pass filter, you can use Touch mode to fix it.
However, you will want to hold the IN button down until you pass the spot at which you
originally pressed the button so it doesn’t pop back. Unfortunately, AutoMatch time doesn’t
apply to switches.
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You may have noticed that each time you use Write mode, Pro Tools switches the track’s automation
mode to either Touch or Latch when you stop playback. You change this behavior by changing the
After Write Pass, Switch To setting in the Automation Preferences dialog box (refer to Figure 7.8).
When set to Touch or Latch, it prevents you from accidentally overwriting existing automation.
Setting it to No Change causes a track to stay in Write mode until you change it.

The Five Automation Modes
You have learned all five automation modes available in Pro Tools LE. Modes are set
on a track-by-track basis, so different tracks could be in different modes at any given
time. Here’s a quick summary of the characteristics of the modes:
■

Off. No automation will be played or written. All controls will retain their current
positions, and if you move a control it will stay where you put it.

■

Read. If any automation—even a fraction of a second—has been written in a
track, it will be played. If you move a control, it will snap back to the automated
value (if any exists). No new automation can be written in this mode.

■

Write. Current control values for any enabled parameter will be written from
Play to Stop, including any changes made during playback. Any previously existing automation will be replaced and will not be played.

■

Latch. Acts like Read until you change a control. Any control changes you make
will replace previous automation. When you release a control, it stays at that
value until Stop.

■

Touch. Acts like Latch until you release a control, at which point that control
gradually returns to its Read state. The AutoMatch time determines how long it
will take for that control to return to Read.

Drawing Automation
Real-time automation allows you to make adjustments by ear, but there are times when it’s easier
and more exact to create or edit automation graphically. Most of what you know about editing
audio and MIDI data applies to automation parameters as well: The edit modes, the edit tools, and
the Edit menu all function as expected.
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